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Cloud gaming has been attracting increasing
attention in the game industry. Nevertheless, the
benefits of cloud-gaming platforms in facilitating
multiplayer games have not been widely discussed in
the literature. This article reveals this emerging trend
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further examines two existing modalities that adopt

multiplayer cooperative cloud gaming. The article
cooperation among neighboring players to optimize
the quality of service in cloud-gaming services.

Cloud gaming,1 also known as gaming as a service (GaaS), empowers the gaming industry with
scalable cloud-computing resources. Different from the traditional method of distributing game
software, cloud gaming introduces a third party—i.e., the cloud service provider—into this highprofit industry. In this approach, individual game players no longer need to purchase copies of
game software. Instead, cloud service providers pay the copyright fees and host these games on
their virtual machines (VMs) to derive continuous revenue. In fact, the only difference between
the cloud service provider and conventional multiplayer online game operators is that, rather
than handling only the transactions between players, the cloud server utilizes its own computing
and storage resources to execute the games for the players. The advantages of cloud-gaming systems include scalability, cost-efficiency, cross-platform support, and an effective antipiracy solution.
Nevertheless, researchers in both industry and academia have yet to explore cloud gaming’s
huge potential in multiplayer scenarios, which involve more than one player in the same game
environment at the same time. In such scenarios, players can interact with each other in partnership, competition, or rivalry, which provides them with opportunities for social communication
that are absent in single-player games.
In this article, we consider multiplayer games such as massively multiplayer online role-playing
games (MMORPGs—e.g., World of Warcraft and Lineage) and small-scale networked games
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(e.g., StarCraft, Diablo, and League of Legends). Owing to rapid developments in both computer
and broadband-network technologies, MMORPGs are becoming a very important part of online
entertainment. Game players tend to get connected to play games with a group of peers instead
of against AI. This change enhances the gameplay experience and makes players more likely to
become attached to this type of entertainment. Similarly, small-scale networked games are also
attracting many players owing to their flexibility to form groups to conduct short sessions of
gaming.
In fact, applying the cloud-gaming concept to multiplayer gaming introduces additional benefits
as follows:
•

•

•

The nature of connectivity. A critical drawback of the cloud-gaming paradigm is the required network connectivity. Indeed, overhead is incurred to establish and maintain the
network connections between the cloud and the players’ terminals during the gaming
session. This may be a reason for customers staying away from cloud gaming. However,
this worry is unlikely to impact the decisions of users when it comes to multiplayer
games, since network access is already mandatory for such games.
Temporary engagement. An important feature of cloud gaming is that it enables gameplay without downloading and installing the game. Such click-and-play becomes more
attractive in a multiplayer scenario where people in proximity are engaged to play the
same game temporarily. For instance, several friends at a party might decide to play
some video games together but cannot find a game that is installed on all their
smartphones. In this case, the benefit of click-and-play cloud gaming becomes self-evident.
Gaming fairness. How to achieve fairness between multiple players is a crucial issue in
designing online games. Because the players are competing with each other in the same
game scene, the system should respond to their actions immediately. Players of
conventional online games may suffer from unfairness, especially when the quality of
service (QoS—e.g., the latency or packet loss rate) of their network connections varies.
With cloud gaming, players’ gaming instances are hosted in the cloud. Hence, message
exchanges between instances occur inside the cloud, which makes it easier to maintain a
guaranteed QoS. The cloud-gaming system may be able to adapt itself to a terminal’s
network to provide more fairness. For example, previous research proposed adjusting
rendering parameters to reduce video quality for those players with poor network access.2 With reduced video quality, players with less capable devices or experiencing
poor network conditions can be treated fairly in multiplayer games.

Owing to the above advantages, multiplayer gaming may become the dominant modality of
cloud gaming.
Figure 1 illustrates a multiplayer setting in a conventional cloud-gaming framework. It follows a
gaming-on-demand model, which has been adopted by some companies, such as OnLive, Gaikai,
and G-cluster. These service providers host the video games on their cloud servers and stream
the gaming video frames to players’ terminals over the Internet. The gaming interactions triggered by game players are transmitted to the cloud server over the same network.
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Figure 1. A conventional multiplayer cloud-gaming framework.
With this approach, the cloud-gaming service enables the players to play sophisticated games
despite the limited hardware capacity of their terminals, at the expense of increased communication and network consumption. To enable interactions among multiple players in game sessions,
the VMs hosted in the cloud communicate with the online game server. Any bottlenecks in the
system will likely be due to the high bandwidth consumption by real-time video transmission or
response latency issues for players.
Apparently, the use of video compression2 and network-aware adaptation3 to compensate for insufficient bandwidth in multiplayer cloud gaming is the same as for the single-player mode,
which has been well investigated in previous research. However, approaches to dealing with response latency do differ. Researchers have recently performed studies on optimizing the quality
of experience (QoE) for such systems.Error! Reference source not found. They indicated that the interplayer-delay problem is threefold:
•
•
•

minimizing the interplayer delay among interacting players,
preserving good-enough latency between players’ devices and their corresponding VMs,
and
always considering the limitations of the available resources of cloud datacenters.

The authors suggested that the VMs for different players are not always in the same cloud datacenter in reality, and the online game server is always remote from the cloud as well. Therefore,
the placement of VMs assigned to players becomes a critical issue. The authors formulated this
problem to minimize the overall latency, in order to satisfy the 500 ms requirement in videogaming systems.5
This article investigates the possibility of system optimization with multiplayer cooperative
cloud gaming from different perspectives. The motivation of this work comes from two aspects.
First, the different content displayed to distinct players in a common game scene is likely to be
highly correlated. This is an intuitive deduction, as the avatars tend to interact with each other
(collaborating or competing) in a particular scene. Hence, the corresponding gaming videos and
virtual environments have high degrees of similarity. Second, the players engaging in the games
are in close proximity to each other in some scenarios; this proximity can be physical (e.g., in a
common space) or virtual (e.g., within a subnet). This is a typical case when friends connect to
each other at a social event or in a high-speed subnet.
On the basis of these aspects, this article presents the idea of multiplayer cooperative cloud gaming, which aims to utilize the high-speed interconnectivity of players’ proximity to share their
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gaming content. In other words, our target is to explore the similarities among players’ content
and thus construct cooperation mechanisms to optimize system performance. In the following,
we discuss the network architecture supporting multiplayer cooperative cloud-gaming systems
and explain two future paradigms of this type of cooperation.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
As we stated before, system optimization relies on the interconnectivity of players through highspeed networks. It is of great importance to explore how we can utilize different forms of network connectivity and various network access technologies for more satisfactory gaming services, with respect to individual players’ physical locations, gaming devices, and QoS
requirements. To this end, we first study the underlying network architectures.

Device-to-Device Cooperation
Recent advances in wireless-communication technologies have made it possible for us to choose
from a larger number of short-range device-to-device (D2D) communication technologies to provide high flexibility to connect players’ terminals for cooperative cloud gaming. Undoubtedly,
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (in both the infrastructure mode and direct mode) are the most popular
ones, while the emerging LTE (Long-Term Evolution) D2D communication technique in the
LTE Advanced standard6 will potentially be another popular choice. LTE D2D offers a long
communication range (up to hundreds of meters) over the licensed spectrum; hence, the QoS—
i.e., link delay and bandwidth—can be mostly guaranteed.
Within a small area, players in close proximity can always cooperate with each other by establishing D2D connections, as illustrated in Figure 2. Not only can they have more fun when competing with friends nearby, they can also directly share video frames or program components
with each other in such an ad hoc network, so that gaming resources can be reused efficiently.
Particularly, the small transmission delays among players’ devices strongly encourage the realistic deployment of video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming.

Figure 2. A network architecture for multiplayer cooperative cloud gaming.
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However, in D2D-based networks, flexible cooperation without infrastructure support is always
constrained by players’ locations, and the gaming services may become fragile if players move
around, leading to frequent link disconnections. Therefore, how to design a mobile ad hoc cloudgaming system with self-organization capability becomes interesting and challenging.

Peer-to-Peer Cooperation
To extend gaming services to a large number of people in many places, peer-to-peer (P2P) cooperation could be a better option. A P2P networking overlay consists of virtual connections between the physical terminals (or devices) of players via the Internet,7 as illustrated in Figure 2.
Players never care about how they are interconnected, but just enjoy the acceleration of gaming
services due to the optimized sharing of cloud-gaming resources—e.g., rendered models, map
files, textures, or even whole clients.
In this form of cooperation, QoS cannot be always guaranteed because the gaming performance
relies mostly on the conditions of overlay links and other peers. Therefore, players still need to
be within neighboring networks to better cooperate with each other. For instance, a subnet in a
residential area is acceptable.
The maintenance of the P2P overlay also becomes essential. Fast peer discovery and recovery
mechanisms are desired so that players with high mobility can continue the game whenever
some players leave and others join. One open issue may be how to adapt existing Internet P2P
techniques for cooperative cloud gaming.

Cloudlet Cooperation
In order to accommodate widely distributed players within the centralized cloud, researchers recently have proposed deploying cloudletsError! Reference source not found. in the vicinity of players to
better support gaming services. As shown in Figure 2, cloudlets are extended clouds running at
the edge of the networks. They are able to run most of the cloud-gaming functions independently, so that players can experience much better gaming performance in terms of latency,
transmission speed, and so on. Cloudlets can be embedded at Wi-Fi access points, routers, gateways, and even base stations, by incorporating the necessary infrastructure support at the expense of some additional deployment cost.
Cloudlets can also effectively play the role of caches between the cloud and players. This enables effective utilization of the cloud-gaming resources and allows the whole system’s computational load and network traffic to be balanced and optimized as much as possible.

VIDEO-SHARING COOPERATIVE CLOUD GAMING
Video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming is built on the conventional cloud-gaming framework,
where the contradiction between the high-bandwidth requirement of real-time video streaming
and insufficient and unstable network resources remains the most crucial issue. We seek cooperative solutions in video sharing among multiple players, in order to minimize the overall transmission rate from the cloud to the terminals.
The main idea of video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming is to utilize P-frames to exploit the
correlations among peer players’ video frames, similar to frame sharing in multiview video
streaming.9 In video encoding, a P-frame holds only the changes in the image relative to the previous frame. For example, in a scene where an avatar moves across a static background, only the
avatar’s movements need to be encoded. The encoder does not need to store the unchanged background pixels in the P-frame, thus reducing the frame size.
To extend the use of P-frames in a video stream, we apply a P-frame to encode peer players’
frames. Figure 3 illustrates an encoding structure with four players in the same game session.
The squares represent the streamed video frames, in which the pair (t, i) denotes a frame sent to
player i in time slot t. The arrows represent the frame encoding dependencies. As depicted, the
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video frames are encoded in two dimensions. We denote those P-frames predicted by their previous frames in the same video stream as intrastream P-frames and those predicted from peers’
game video frames as interstream P-frames.

Figure 3. An encoding structure in video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming.

The Framework
The architectural framework of video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming is illustrated in Figure 4.
Similarly to existing cloud-gaming proposals, instances of game engines are hosted in the cloud
to provide gaming services to players. They generate real-time videos in response to players’ actions in the gaming scenarios.

Figure 4. Video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming.
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The key features of the proposed system include cooperative encoding in the cloud layer and cooperative decoding in the terminal layer. Cooperative encoding can be performed at a cloud gateway for multiple players’ gaming video, which exploits the correlations between video frames
for different players to perform centralized encoding with the purpose of minimizing the server
transmission rate. With this approach, the video frames to be transmitted to the players are encoded more efficiently.
On the other hand, cooperative decoding is a cooperative mechanism conducted by the participating mobile devices. They share their decoded video frames with other players, in order to help
their peers decode the streaming video.
Cooperative decoding can be constructed with two different mechanisms. First, the terminals can
utilize P2P overlay networking or D2D connections to transmit their decoded frames to those
peers in need. In this case, interstream P-frame decoding is performed on the terminals. Second,
these decoding procedures can be automatically completed in a cloudlet, which receives cooperative encoded frames from the cloud and distributes the decoded video frames to the associated
terminals. The cloudlet solution exhibits higher efficiency, at the expense of additional hardware
requirements.

Challenges and Research Issues
Video-sharing cooperative cloud gaming reduces bandwidth consumption with cooperative encoding. However, it brings several challenges and research issues. First, introducing referencebased encoding brings additional overhead to the system—e.g., an increased workload in the
video encoder server. A common assumption in the cloud-computing paradigm is that all game
engines and video encoder servers are extremely powerful to perform the encoding, owing to
scalable computing resources. However, the cost of cloud resources cannot be neglected in practice. Hence, optimization inside the cloud should be considered.
Second, decoding video frames from predicted images requires additional cloudlet support or
using an ad hoc networking model that enables terminals to decode the videos cooperatively. The
energy consumption of mobile terminals performing cooperative video decoding and ad hoc network communication can be a critical issue. Furthermore, system performance in the presence of
device mobility could also be an important issue.
Researchers have presented a preliminary case study concerning the feasibility of video sharing.10 In order to minimize network transmissions by exploiting correlations among video frames
streamed to different players, there are two prerequisites. First, a player’s gaming video should
dramatically change over time, which implies that there exist intrastream P-frames with large
sizes. Second, there must be similarities of video frames among the players, resulting in small
interstream P-frames that can replace large intrastream P-frames, and hence a reduction of the
server transmission rate.
In order to verify the feasibility, we conducted empirical studies on the frame size of these two
types of P-frames. Diablo 2, a classic multiplayer action role player game (ARPG), was selected
as the measurement subject because of its more static perspective, which promised to yield notable reductions. Two players (a sorceress and an assassin) were connected to each other over a
wireless local area network and started their ventures simultaneously.
We captured their gaming screens (with 800 × 600 resolution) and encoded them at 30 frames
per second by FFmpeg, an H.264 codec widely used in online video-streaming and cloud-gaming systems.11 With an encoding setting of 0 B-frames and an infinite group of pictures, the
frame sizes of the video sequence encoded as intrastream P-frames were recorded. We also extracted image sequences from the two gaming videos and used the FFmpeg codec to encode
player 2’s images into P-frames by predicting from player 1’s concurrent image. Thus, a set of
interstream P-frames of player 2 depending on player 1 were derived.
Given the number of intrastream and interstream P-frames, it was straightforward to calculate the
optimal encoding solution for the case in which player 2 can exploit the similarity between his
and player 1’s video sequences. According to the study, the amount of data transmitted was reduced from 111,906,600 bytes to 85,871,751 bytes—a significant 23.26% reduction.
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Such performance will ease QoS provisioning for cloud-gaming systems, especially when network bandwidth is insufficient. Furthermore, the more avatars that are involved in cooperative
sharing, the higher probability the correlations can be explored among players. Therefore, cooperative video streaming can be further enhanced if the system accepts more than two players.

COMPONENT-SHARING COOPERATIVE
CLOUD GAMING
Although a video-based cloud-gaming architecture has been widely studied in academia and
used in industry, this architecture still has a few flaws in practical applications. With the almost
unlimited processing power provided by the cloud, the biggest challenge that remains is the high
bandwidth consumption for video streaming. To alleviate this, the approach of offloading the
graphic engine back to the terminals12 has been introduced to cloud gaming, following the stateof-art partial-offloading systems—e.g., CloneCloud.13
This idea is based on Cascade’s14 parallel-programming architecture for game applications that
run component-based game tasks in parallel. Specifically, Cascade allows programmers to explicitly express task dependencies in a task dependency graph, which is traversed at runtime by
Cascade’s job manager when task-scheduling schemes are run. The performance of such an approach has been evaluated by benchmarks; the results indicate that considering the interrelationships between components improves the performance of parallel programming in games
(compared to other distributed job-processing algorithms) in terms of reduced execution time.
On the basis of this idea, the concept of component-sharing cloud gaming has been proposed.
Instead of running every single piece of game logic on the centralized server and requiring players to transmit each input to the server for processing, component-sharing cloud gaming allows
players to share relevant game components with their local peers directly. By handing over certain processing tasks to players, less stress is placed on the access network and the cloud server.
This novel architecture enables nearby players who are in possession of mobile devices to play
games cooperatively.
Specifically, instead of connecting solely to the cloud, nearby players are also able to utilize and
share resources, including processing and storage, over an ad hoc network by forming a cloudlet.
For instance, devices with a strong processing capacity for video rendering can eliminate the
high expense of real-time video streaming by rendering the video frames locally. To this end,
computational tasks are no longer offloaded to the cloud as in other cloud-gaming architectures.
Instead, this architecture makes it the first priority to offload the tasks to the local cooperative
infrastructure.

The Framework
The architectural framework of component-sharing cooperative cloud gaming is illustrated in
Figure 5. As depicted, the players in the cooperative-gaming session perform two actions simultaneously: progressive downloading of segmented game resources and collaborative task allocation. In progressive downloading, game resources, including game data (e.g., textures, geometry,
objects, and nonplayer character metadata) and game logic (e.g., game rules, scripts, rendering,
and network access) are progressively downloaded onto players’ game devices. After the downloading, each player’s game progress is advertised in the ad hoc cloudlet, together with the ownership of the downloaded resources.
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Figure 5. Component-sharing cooperative cloud gaming.
With global knowledge of players’ game progress, a decision-making process is designed to locate the best candidate to acquire the needed resources on the basis of the current local and remote game progress, as well as the network condition. If none of the players in the ad hoc
cloudlet own the required resources, the system acquires the resources from the cloud directly.
Similarly, prior to offloading each computational task to the cloud, the system runs a decisionmaking process to select the best candidate to offload the task to, on the basis of the status of
each player’s device (e.g., CPU and storage status). To ensure system availability, the system
offloads the task to the cloud if the local players’ terminals do not meet certain requirements
(e.g., CPU and storage requirements).
Given that these two processes depend on the players’ game progress as well as device status, a
global knowledge of players’ game status should be maintained by each player and updated in
real time. To achieve this, each player is required to periodically send a beacon so that all players
are aware of their one-hop neighbors and their game status. If a cloudlet is introduced to the system, we can generally consider it as a powerful peer that is able to execute all computational
tasks with connections to all gaming devices.

Challenges and Research Issues
As we mentioned earlier, component-sharing cooperative cloud gaming should be built on the
concept of a component-based gaming architecture. The most commonly seen challenge for such
an architecture is decomposition complexity or, to be more specific, the decomposition level
(e.g., the data level, task level, or function level). The decomposition level defines the frequency
with which components interact with each other, and thus the rate of data exchange between
components. It is actually the determining factor in the ad hoc cloudlet-based gaming architecture. Since components could be remotely executed, a high data exchange rate (a high decomposition level) between remote components could be highly detrimental to both system
performance and the communication cost. Because the decomposition level varies with the game
genre, how to find the appropriate level of decomposition remains the biggest challenge.
Furthermore, the beacon messages and the memory used to acquire and store the neighbors’
gaming statuses are overheads that require further modeling and analysis. Moreover, efficient
and decentralized service discovery, device discovery, and membership management mechanisms should be carefully designed to ensure the scalability of the system.
Recent preliminary research on this topic was concerned with the efficiency of component sharing, from the perspectives of progressive downloading and the costs of task offloading.Error! Reference source not found. It addressed this topic by simulations with a D2D network architecture as shown
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in Figure 2. Transmissions in the D2D network are assumed to have a negligible cost and delay
compared to the cloud-to-terminal network. Thus, making it the first priority to offload the tasks
to, and acquire the game resources from, the ad hoc cloudlet reduces the overall energy cost for
data transmission.

CONCLUSION
Multiplayer engagement will be the next growth direction of cloud-gaming services. By presenting cutting-edge research, we have explored potential opportunities for developers and operators
to provide more high-quality content with multiplayer interaction, rather than utilizing the cloud
merely as a computing resource. We discussed two ongoing research directions for multiplayer
cooperative cloud-gaming systems, including the sharing of video frames and components. We
anticipate that our work will motivate more researchers to pursue further studies on implementing and optimizing such systems.
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